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scope and sequence chart
unit 1 sharing My experiences

Lesson
number/title

Listening Grammar speaking Writing
spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

1
summer

experiences
(Information
questions;

phrases and
sentences)

Listen to a story 
to get the 
main idea and 
support details

Identify and use 
information 
questions

Distinguish a 
sentence from a 
phrase

Answer 
information 
questions 
using correct 
intonation

Write a paragraph 
to narrate one’s 
experience

Write 5–7 
connected 
sentences

Write details 
that answer 
infomation 
questions

Spell commonly 
misspelled
words beginning
with w or wh
1. wear
2. where
3. weather
4. whether
5. wine
6. whine
7. wet
8. whet
9. Wales

10. whales

Spell words 
related
to Science
1. jawbone
2. breastbone
3. collarbone
4. spinal column
5. skull

 



xii

Lesson
number/title

Listening Grammar speaking Writing
spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

2
new Friendships

(subject and
predicate; Kinds

of sentences)

Share inferences, 
thoughts, and 
feelings based 
on texts

Identify and 
use simple 
and complete 
subjects and 
predicates

Identify and use 
the four kinds 
of sentences

Identify and use 
the correct 
punctuation 
marks with the 
different kinds 
of sentences

Speak clearly with 
appropriate 
intonation

Speak clearly with 
appropriate tone

Write a letter  
to a friend

Spell words with
suffixes -ate, -en, 
and -ize
1. fortunate
2. broaden
3. summarize
4. approximate
5. frighten
6. civilize
7. affectionate
8. forgotten
9. realize

10. criticize

Spell words 
related to Reading
1. encyclopedia
2. glossary
3. dictionary
4. thesaurus
5. appendix



xiii

Lesson
number/title

Listening Grammar speaking Writing
spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

3
Beautiful places
Kinds of nouns
(common and
proper nouns;
capitalization,
and compound

nouns)

Sequence a series 
of events 
from the story 
listened to

Use correct 
capitalization

Identify and use 
common and 
proper nouns

Write proper 
nouns correctly

Read a dialog 
aloud using 
correct 
pronunciation 
and intonation

Write a dialog 
using correct 
capitalization

Edit to correct 
errors in 
spelling, 
punctuation, 
and 
capitalization

Spell words  
with ee
1. creep
2. squeeze
3. proceed
4. agreement
5. steer
6. auctioneer
7. beseech
8. referee
9. sheen

10. transferee

Spell words 
related to 
Christian Living
Education
1. millennium
2. Epiphany
3. synagogue
4. pharaoh
5. chrism

4
Bonding

with Friends
(pluralization of

nouns)

Infer emotional 
reaction of 
characters

Identify and use 
the singular and 
plural forms  
of nouns

Speak clearly with 
appropriate 
stress

Write a paragraph 
using the plural 
form of nouns

Spell compound
words
1. cheeseburger
2. commander  

in chief
3. fairy tale
4. flag ceremony
5. household
6. mastermind
7. maid-of-honor
8. newsstand
9. sergeant at 

arms
10. tablecloth

Spell words 
related to Science
1. lactase
2. dinoflagellates
3. amoeba
4. maltase
5. plumule



xiv

Lesson
number/title

Listening Grammar speaking Writing
spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

5
Fun activities

(count and Mass
nouns; collective

nouns)

Take down notes 
while listening 
to a dialog

Identify count and 
mass nouns

Identify and use 
appropriate 
quantifiers for 
mass nouns and 
give their plural 
form

Identify and use 
collective nouns

Say a dialog using 
the correct 
expression

Speak clearly 
using 
appropriate 
volume and 
speech

Use correct 
quantities for 
mass nouns

Write a letter of 
invitation

Spell words 
with au and aw 
correctly
1. autumn
2. authority
3. author
4. audience
5. auction
6. awe
7. awful
8. awkward
9. awesome

10. awl

Spell words 
related to 
Mathematics
1. minuend
2. composite
3. equation
4. exponent
5. ascending

6
treasures

(possessive
nouns)

Listen to a story 
to identify 
cause and effect

Identify and use 
possessive 
nouns

Give the 
possessive 
forms of plural 
and compound 
nouns

Identify and form 
possessive 
nouns showing 
joint or separate 
ownership

Construct 
questions 
and answers 
using proper 
intonation

Write a thank-you 
letter

Revise writing  
for clarity

Spell words 
ending in -ry, -ery, 
-ity, and -ty
1. archery
2. jewelry
3. clarity
4. specialty
5. machinery
6. obesity
7. rarity
8. nursery
9. security

10. forgery

Spell words 
related to 
Christian Living 
Education
1. scourging
2. resurrection
3. intercession
4. ascension
5. repentance



xv

unit 2 Valuing My Family

Lesson
number/title

Listening Grammar speaking Writing
spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

1
shared

responsibilities
(personal

pronouns and
possessive
pronouns)

Listen to a  
taped dialog  
/telephone 
conversation  
to note details

Identify and 
use personal 
pronouns

Observe correct 
agreement 
of pronouns 
and their 
antecedents

Identify and 
use personal 
pronouns

Identify and use 
possessive 
pronouns

Use polite 
expressions  
in telephone 
conversations 
using proper 
intonation and 
phrasing

Organize ideas  
to form 
coherent 
paragraphs

Spell words 
ending in -ous
1. carnivorous
2. herbivorous
3. generous
4. superstitious
5. mysterious
6. various
7. delicious
8. dangerous
9. glorious

10. conscious

Spell words 
related to Reading
1. scanning
2. diagramming
3. skimming
4. sequencing
5. guiding



xvi

Lesson 
number/title

Listening Grammar speaking Writing
speaking

Base Words Cross-Curriculum
Words

2
Love and concern

(Interrogative,
demonstrative,

and relative
pronouns)

Listen to an 
interview to get 
information

Identify and use 
interrogative, 
demonstrative, 
and relative 
pronouns

Follow the steps 
in conducting  
a successful 
interview

Present a 
simulation of an 
interview to the 
class

Identify the 
elements of 
informational 
text

Summarize 
information 
from various 
text types

Spell words
beginning with 
com- and con-
1. combustion
2. commissary
3. commotion
4. comprehensive
5. compulsory
6. configuration
7. consecutive
8. consequence
9. contour

10. convey

Spell words 
related to 
Mathematics
1. factorization
2. dissimilar
3. reciprocal
4. calculator
5. inverse

3
Family solidarity

(reflexive,
Intensive,

and Indefinite
pronouns)

Listen to a 
story to make 
inferences

Identify and 
use reflexive 
pronouns

Identify and 
use intensive 
pronouns

Identify and 
use indefinite 
pronouns

Speak clearly 
using 
appropriate 
intonation when 
participating in 
a role-playing 
activity

Write a narrative 
about an 
event showing 
the correct 
sequence

Spell commonly
misspelled words
ending in -ance 
and -ence
1. assurance
2. correspon-

dence
3. exuberance
4. independence
5. insurance

Spell words 
related to Science
1. metamorphosis
2. chrysalis
3. wriggler
4. cocoon
5. caterpillar



xvii

Lesson 
number/title

Listening Grammar speaking Writing
spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

6. intelligence
7. maintenance
8. performance
9. preference

10. vengeance

4
Fun travels

(Verbs)
Infer thoughts and 

feelings on the 
article read

Identify and use 
verbs

Identify and use 
the different 
forms of the 
verb be

Identify and use 
linking verbs

Identify and use 
helping verbs

Identify and use 
common modal 
auxiliaries

Identify and 
use common 
contractions

Restate and retell 
infomation 
derived from 
multimedia 
sources

Write a paragraph 
using verbs

Spell words with
suffixes -ant and
-ent
1. applicant
2. attendant
3. confident
4. defendant
5. ignorant
6. migrant
7. opponent
8. resident
9. superintendent

10. urgent

Spell words 
related to 
Christian Living
Education
1. beatification
2. evangelize
3. considerate
4. crucifixion
5. outreach



xviii

Lesson 
number/title

Listening Grammar speaking Writing

spelling 

Base Words
Cross-Curriculum 

Words

5
heroic deeds

(simple tenses
of Verbs)

Listen to a story 
to give opinions 
about it

Distinguish fact 
from opinion

Identify and use 
verbs in the 
simple present 
and simple past 
tenses

Identify and use 
regular and 
irregular verbs

Identify and use 
verbs in the 
simple future 
tense

Identify and use 
verbs in the 
progressive 
tenses

Pronounce 
correctly words 
with shift in 
stress when 
used as nouns 
and as verbs

Organize ideas to 
form coherent 
paragraphs

Spell words 
ending in -age
1. breakage
2. encourage
3. disadvantage
4. message
5. mileage
6. package
7. postage
8. rummage
9. sausage

10. voyage

Spell words 
related to Science
1. amphibian
2. amylase
3. cramp
4. cranium
5. pneumonia



xix

Lesson
number/title

Listening Grammar speaking Writing
spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

6
Warm Memories 

(subject-Verb 
agreement)

Arrange steps 
in the correct 
sequence

Observe correct 
subject-verb 
agreement

Speak clearly 
using 
appropriate 
rate and voice 
projection

Write a terquain Spell words with
-aught and -ought
1. naught
2. bought
3. brought
4. caught
5. drought
6. fought
7. sought
8. taught
9. thought

10. fraught

Spell words 
related to Science
1. analgesic
2. aeronautics
3. reptiles
4. gangrene
5. physics



xx

unit 3  enjoying Life

Lesson
number/title

Listening Grammar speaking Writing
spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

1
My thoughts 
(descriptive 
and Limiting 
adjectives)

Listen to 
descriptions and 
guess what are 
being described

Use appropriate 
graphic 
organizers to 
describe things

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences using 
different kinds 
of descriptive 
and limiting 
adjectives

Correctly 
pronounce 
words that 
function both  
as adjectives 
and nouns or  
as adjectives 
and verbs with 
appropriate 
stress

Write 2–3 
corrected 
sentences using 
adjectives

Spell words with
suffixes -able and
-ible
1. changeable
2. suitable
3. manageable
4. livable
5. responsible
6. digestible
7. inevitable
8. contemptible
9. eligible

10. legible

Spell words 
related to Science
1. plague
2. pharynx
3. esophagus
4. diarrhea
5. gall bladder

2
colorful

Imagination
(proper and

derived
adjectives)

Identify the main 
ideas and recall 
details from 
a fairy tale 
listened to

Form proper 
adjectives from 
proper nouns

Form derived 
adjectives from 
common nouns 
and verbs

Speak clearly 
using 
appropriate 
rate and voice 
projection

Write a three 
to four-line 
paragraph in 
terms of its 
elements and 
revise writing 
for clarity with 
emphasis on 
spelling

Spell words with 
-ge and -dge
1. edge
2. garage
3. acknowledge
4. badge
5. damage

Spell words 
related to 
Mathematics
1. scalene
2. ellipse
3. equilateral
4. radius
5. congruent

.



xxi

Lesson
number/title

Listening Grammar speaking Writing
spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences 
using proper 
and derived 
adjectives

6. lodge
7. savage
8. advantage
9. dodge

10. courage

3
Good deeds 

(adjectives in a 
series)

Listen to a 
selection to 
make inferences

State reactions to 
texts listened to

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences using 
appropriate 
order of 
adjectives

Present 
information in 
creative ways

Express ideas 
clearly and 
audibly

Use verbal cues 
in a radio 
broadcast

Write a cinquain 
to express one’s 
feelings

Spell words
beginning with sc- 
or sk- pronounced 
as /sk/
1. skeleton
2. sketch
3. skewer
4. skeptic
5. skillful
6. scaly
7. scabbard
8. scallion
9. scribe

10. scallop

Spell words 
related to Science
1. marigold
2. eggplant
3. cabbage
4. broccoli
5. poinsettia



xxii

Lesson
number/title

Listening Grammar speaking Writing
spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

4
act of Kindess
(comparison of

adjectives)

Listen to a fable 
to identify its 
elements

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences 
using different 
degrees of 
comparison of 
adjectives

Speak clearly 
using 
appropriate 
volume and 
pitch

Write a paragraph 
in logical 
order using 
transitional or 
signal words

Spell commonly
misspelled words
with double
consonants
1. difficult
2. questionnaire
3. recommend
4. approval
5. harass
6. personnel
7. intelligent
8. occur
9. assignment

10. tomorrow

Spell words 
related to MAPE 
(Music, Arts, 
and Physical 
Education)
1. gymnastics
2. chord
3. descant
4. desthetics
5. locomotor

5
Fantastic travels

(adverbs)
Listen to and 

follow oral 
directions

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences using 
different kinds 
of adverbs

Give and follow 
oral directions

Listen and 
respond to 
questions 
involving 
directions

Write a diary 
entry

Write a paragraph 
showing 
time-order and 
enumeration

Spell words with 
sc pronounced 
as /s/
1. iridiscent
2. scimitar
3. descendant
4. scepter
5. scenery
6. fluorescent
7. ascertain
8. scion
9. scinitillating

10. miscellaneous

Spell words 
related to Science
1. equilibrium
2. commensalism
3. parasite
4. consumer
5. producer



xxiii

Lesson
number/title

Listening Grammar speaking Writing
spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

6
special Festivals

(difference
Between

adjectives
and adverbs;

comparison of
adverbs

Listen to a 
selection to 
distinguish 
between 
fact and 
opinion from 
informational 
text

Role-play a radio 
broadcast

Differentiate 
adjectives from 
adverbs

Identify and 
use different 
degrees or 
comparison  
of adverbs

Present 
information in 
creative ways 
using verbal 
cues

Use verbal cues  
in oral public 
announcements

Write a letter 
of apology 
with correct 
capitalization 
using 
appropriate 
punctuation 
marks

Spell words
beginning with wr

1. wrench
2. wraith
3. wrath
4. wreck
5. wrestle
6. wrangle
7. wrought
8. wring
9. wretched

10. wreath

Spell words 
related to 
Christian Living
Education
1. psalm
2. parasite
3. Pentecost
4. Paraclete
5. Patriach



xxiv

unit 4 Finding My place in the World

Lesson
number/title

Listening Grammar speaking Writing
spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

1
My dreams and I

(simple and
compound

prepositions,
prepositional
phrases, and
prepositions

in Idioms

Listen to a poem 
to identify point 
of view

Infer the author’s 
purpose

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences 
using simple 
and compound 
prepositions 
and 
prepositional 
phrases

Use prepositions 
in idioms

Deliver familiar 
poems/quotable 
lines with ease 
and confidence

Write different 
instructions and 
directions

Use transition/ 
signal words

Spell words with 
the /f/ sound 
spelled as ff, gh, 
or ph
1. trough
2. epitaph
3. dandruff
4. sheriff
5. slaugh
6. choreograph
7. nymph
8. scruff
9. cough

10. triumph

Spell words 
related to 
Mathematics
1. ratio
2. percent
3. symmetrical
4. circumference
5. Fahrenheit



xxv

Lesson
number/title

Listening Grammar speaking Writing
spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

2
discovering
the Wonders

of nature
(adjectival

and adverbial
prepositional

phrases)

Listen to a 
legend using 
an appropriate 
graphic 
organizer 
to show its 
elements

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences using 
prepositional 
phrases used as 
adjectives  
of adverbs

Observe 
conversation 
manners such 
as paying 
attention to 
the speaker, 
listening to 
the speakerʼs 
language, 
avoiding 
to make 
destractions

Encourage 
others to talk 
by showing 
receptive 
gestures

Avoid dominating 
discussion

Provide evidence 
to support 
understanding

Write a bio-poem Spellwords 
ending in –tial, 
and -cial
1. essential
2. influential
3. confidential
4. potential
5. initial
6. artificial
7. commercial
8. financial
9. beneficial

10. provincial

Spell words 
related to Science
1. giraffe
2. platypus
3. marsupial
4. chameleon
5. crustacean



xxvi

3
sharing Myself
(conjunctions

and Interjections)

Listen to a poem 
to note details

Identify 
conjunctions

Identify the co-
ordinating and 
subordinating 
conjunctions

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences using 
coordinating 
and subordinat-
ing conjunc-
tions

Memorize and 
deliver familiar 
literary pieces 
with ease and 
confidence

Write a news 
story

Spell words 
ending in -el, -le, 
and -elle
1. sniffle
2. buckle
3. hassle
4. shuttle
5. satchel
6. scuttle
7. article
8. scalpel
9. gazelle

10. citadel

Spell words 
related to 
Mathematics
1. decagram
2. hectogram
3. trapezoid
4. rhombus
5. rhomboid

4
our Feelings

and us
Share inferences, 

thoughts and 
feelings based 
from texts/ 
stories listened 
to

Use indirect 
speech to 
clarify the 
speakerʼs ideas

Identify simple 
and compound 
sentences

Use and form 
simple and 
compound 
sentences when 
enumerating 
ideas, 
sequencing 
events, and 
comparing/
contrasting 
ideas/objects

Give an 
impromptu 
speech

Explain fact and 
opinion from 
informational 
text

Make a comic 
strip about a 
story read

Use previous 
text to identify 
organizational 
structure of text

Spell words with 
ei or ie correctly
1. vizier
2. sufficient
3. courtier
4. conceited
5. deceive
6. achievement
7. ancient
8. anxiety
9. mischievous

10. seismic

Spell words 
related to colors
1. mauve
2. burgundy
3. fuschia
4. vermilion
5. Turquoise



xxvii

Lesson
number/title

Listening Grammar speaking Writing
spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

5
the Image
of dreams
(complex

sentences)

Listen to a myth 
to distinguish 
fantasy from 
reality

Use complex 
sentences to 
show cause 
and- effect and 
problem solu-
tion relationship 
of ideas

Relate a tall tale
Speak clearly 

using 
appropriate 
volume and 
speech

Compose a haiku Spell correctly 
more words with 
double consonants
1. occurrence
2. excellence
3. parallel
4. exaggerate
5. accommodate
6. occasionally
7. necessary
8. embarrass
9. admission

10. mayonnaise

Spell words 
related to Science
1. southern
2. southward
3. eastern
4. northern
5. northward

6
treasures
in heaven

(compound-
complex

sentences)

View and write a 
short reaction 
to a children’s 
story

Share inferences, 
thoughts and 
feelings based 
from texts/ 
stories listened 
to

Use compound-
complex 
sentences for 
effective com-
munication of 
ideas/informa-
tion

Paraphrase 
portions of texts 
read aloud

Express ideas in 
conversational 
tone

Write a limerick

Express ideas in 
conversational 
tone

Spell words 
ending with the 
/ō/ sound spelled 
as eau and oe
1. beau
2. aloe
3. bureau
4. plateau
5. chateau
6. oboe
7. throe
8. trousseau
9. tableau

10. backhoe

Spell words 
related to 
Christian Living
Education
1. treasures
2. mammon
3. anxious
4. splendor
5. righteousness


